Your business is booming – congrats! With the excitement of demand comes multiple locations, many vendors, and a complex process to standardize and keep track of spending. You and your team struggle with unruly spreadsheets or clunky accounting systems that are slow to use and don’t end up capturing the spend like you want them to.

Negotiatus is a purchasing platform that allows you to spend less time placing and managing orders and more time where it matters. Built for the modern business, it is the first platform that provides a faster, smarter, and easier experience for everyone involved in purchasing: from the front desk to the CFO and everyone in between.

Bring order to your ordering.
Place orders, control spend, and submit payment across every vendor.

Order automatically from one catalog and cart. At an average of 95% faster and at an 8% better price, you’ve never saved money this easily.

Analyze spend in real-time and act on it. Negotiatus provides enterprise-level controls and approvals that anyone can use and understand.

Pay on your terms via one consolidated invoice. With flexible terms and perfectly coded data, Finance has never been happier.

Rest assured with proactive delivery alerts before issues occur, world-class support, and a 4.9/5 customer satisfaction rating.

Trusted by hundreds of forward-thinking operations and finance teams of all sizes.